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Press Freedom and Professional Standards 
Thailand Perspective 

by Paisal Sricharatchanya 
Managing Director, The Siam Post.', .'V 

i. 

^introduction 

y&:<- Thailand has traditionally enjoved a free and colourful '.prei>s. 
••ft!.'?- ' . . . j *••-•i:V 

•^Practitioners in the Thai print media consider themselves. jmoreTortiMate 
;\:than tlieir counterparts in the rest of Southeast Asia who', are subject-to 
'^varying degrees of government controls and restrictions. Press treed6m;;in 

. ' 'Thailand today has become institutionalized and the print inedia se^ to rm 
"/';particular is playing an influential role in shaping public: opimori¥;£nd 
;f"''thereby contributing to tire national process of political, economic and social 
^ochanses . :-J--: • 

l 
'i.. 

: I 

It -.is- the 
Past aiid 

''?:':"•."' Press freedom in Thailand hasn't been achieved overnight. 
• Outcome of a lengthy evolutionary process lasting several decides. 

' •present generations of Thai journalists have always beeri free :in their 
professional spirit but for much of recent history they had! had to operate 

"within the legal constraints of several restrictive laws alid regulations. 
; :-Freedom of expression had been won the hard way. Newspapers ofteit.had 
'; ;to test and expand the scope of their editorial coverage as .they challenged 

r : ^ t h e authority of the powers-that-be. '••;*• 

It was not until 1991 when a ) 5-ycar-old. press-gagging, law-was 
lifted that the Thai press became free in the true sense of tine word. From 
then on. newspapers no longer had to be subject to the legal threat of bcrag 
arbitrarily closed down. Licensing was also liberalized. By then. the "print 
media sector as a whole had grown maiure and confident.; Riding bri'the 
back of a national economic boom before and after that;. period, several 
leading newspaper groups had lapped public resources from, the Bangkok 
stock market and aggressively expanded their operations. 
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While Thai newspapers perform the fundamental journalistic function 

of serving as a medium of information, they alsojake it upon themselves to 
serve the additional role as a society "watchdog". The rationale here is plain 

; and simple. In a developing society like Thailand where moral aiideffiical 
standards are far from perfect, the press believes it is both necessary ;and 

-•.beneficial to the society to expose wrongdoing in official and other circles. 
We are not always successful but over the years, there has 'been enough 

/instances of political and social changes brought about % investigative 
- -reports, media exposes and campaign journalism to suggest that the press 
• has developed to become a potent force behind national reforms. 

Highly critical coverage in the print media against the military 
/crackdown on pro-democracy demonstrators in Bangkok in May 1992 
jallied public opinions against the military which prompted the downfall,of 

...the Suchinda government. Persistent newspaper digging into a scam behind 
the theft of jewelries from Saudi Arabia led to the arrest and prosecution of 

; senior police officers. More recently, media exposes of a controversial land 
reform scheme where wealth}' landlords and businessmen in the southern 
Thai island of Phuket were given land plots at the expense of the poor 
prompted a no-confidence debate in Parliament which precipitated:the 

' downfall of the Oman Leekpai government last vcar. 

It should be noted here that ores1; freedom in Thailand is largely 
enjoyed only by the print media sector whereas Radio and Television are still 
subject to strict government controls, both directly and indirectly. The Radio 
sector has undergone major improvement since the bloody events of May 
•1992; there has been a proliferation of Radio news and talk-show 
programmes winch significantly boosted freedom of expression in this sector 
although such freedom rests on fragile grounds since all the radio stations-

are owned and controlled bv cither military or state civilian aaencies. - '*: 

That The print media sector enjoys fer greater freedom is best 
explained bv the fact that all .he leading newspapers arc pnvate y owned 
2 5 have thrived on Thailand's traditional spirit of free enterpnsc. rhexe « 
at present about a dozen national dailies with combined circulation of 
approximately 2 million. 
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f r e e d o m Versus Professional Standards -0-H^ 

'•••l~:" In spite of its influential position in Thai society, the Thai precis.;: 
.;coming under increasing pressures on various fronts. By and •large.: 
/'professional standards have improved over the years as newspapers become-

: Shancially stronger and hence could invest more in recruitment and traihtpg. • 
•fiu't as the average readers become more sophisticated, they place h'igficr 

;;/^j^ectations on editorial quality. .••:'-y-'y;&-

'/)};: Sensational reporting used to be a focus of public complaints-:m;iher 

.•past and remains a contentious issue at present. But the growing deb.ate'm 
Thailand today is how to strike a proper balance between freedom andJ.better 
professional standards. The debate is intensifying in light of the sharper 
^conflict between the press and the government of Prime Minister Banharh 

/Siipa-archa. Aggressive and critical press coverage has prompted a ••strong 
. .v.;;.febufFfrom the government and the result is a proliferation of libel suits. ^:; 

•-• In many respects, the Thai press has come to a vital crossroads.>;.As 
•..faras news and commentaries are concerned, it is still the preferred medium 
•over Radio and Television. It is more authoritative and popular. But.the 
-press needs to seriously address new challenges, especially those'relating ;to 
..professional standards, to bolster its position in Thai society. ', 

- y.'.' w • ' : •"*""'•"./ 

" • • • • * ' / • - • • . I v c *'. ' 

- Firstly, the Thai press needs to put its own house in order through%n 
..accelerated and consistent training programme. Manpower requirements 
.^brought about'by the explosion of Radio news programmes and Cable 

>..Television in the last few years have caused a severe drain pn the-poofcof 
•/experienced journalists in the print-media sector. The- shortage^pf 
^experienced .journalists has been made all the more ;acute by-^he 

XV^iiewspapers'own expansion. ; . ^ l 

3 
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-}?*•;;•&••: The overaJl consequence has not been detrimental but it doe$7rre-fle t̂ 
-•^'Kytin instances of inconsistent quality and sub-standard coverage; of.cbrnplcx 

..''.•;.vissues. More seriously, fair and balanced reporting is sometimes sacrificed 
• ''';%y]4P- ^ i e face °f intense competition (among the newspapers;themse]ve5J;and 

:; ^-dlso between Print and Radio plus Television), giving rise to-.pj&blic 
:-criticisms that the press is one-sided and unfair. . : , :^ 

/;v vv- This is a serious issue that has to be corrected if the newspapers'jWant 
•V>-to gain more public trust and respect in the longer run,. There is no shortage 
'••••ui)£university graduates in the fields of mass communication and jourrialismr-
\r."Jboth subjects being highly popular among university entrants. The oniis-is 

:oh publishers and editors to spend and concentrate more on training. . .£.. 

-.v^;k-:>- Of equal importance and more urgently, members of the Thai.print 
••;.:̂ nedia have to fend off heavy-handed tactics used by the current government 

;.^^fhtough more authoritative and more balanced coverage. ; •:.:.. 

-•-'•'• Freedom of expression in general has taken a few steps backwards 
•jafter the Banham government came to power last year. = A number;jif 
-^Television and Radio talk-show programmes critical of the government .haye 
£bsen closed down. Ministers and senior officials in the ruling Cabinet.dolipt 

-^hesitate in filing libel, actions against newspapers critical of their poHcics.atxd 
factions. Within less than a year in office, leaders of the goyernmen.t.".h^ye 
-Sled more libel suits against newspapers than all put together during file 
.tvvo-and -a-half-year tenure of the former government. Which is indicative 
; of a concerted campaign to rebuff'the press. In this very context •. credit 
•Should be given the previous government of Mr. Chuan Leekpai for beijtlg 
'more tolerant ancl appreciating the importance of free speech. ^>, 

k 
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W'.-0"' What is at stake here is not simply a question of press ffeedom^GrsuS-
*V^4t§sponsibility. It is the very sense ol* responsibility to the^ s6ciety;5fhaf 
%p£<5mpted members of the print media to persistently pursue 'all the 'alleged 
.•^njisdeeds by senior officials of this government. The freedom;to rep^rt::ahd 
£i^criticize is more or less institutionalized. The crux of the ^problemVis•;-tO':' 
: vulatch this freedom with greater consistency in balanced ;reportmfctvthe 

-presentation of facts and documental evidence to back up allegations^ .arid 
^rrnore investigative-type reporting. The Thai press can further enhance.-i% 

: ?£xfra role as the societal watchdog if overall professional 'standards Jaire 
:-iinproved. And in the same process, publishers and editors would be able fo 

-stand on firmer grounds to defend libel lawsuits. 

•Xl Higher professional standards would also place the press in a mpi;6 
'favourable light in the eyes of the genera), public. More grumblings ItaVe 
fbeen heard from members of the ordinary public in recent years over\one
sided and biased press coverage. This is hardly surprising in view of higher 
'•expectations raised by a readership that has become more pqhtically-aware 
7,drB economically-aCQuent. Against unprofessional pracfice . by.Vs^nte 
•'Journalists,, there have also been intermittent calls by outsiders Tor Some Jforro 
'o f self control or self regulation within the press fraternity. : ;- '••'• 

V:- In summary, it is clear the Thai press is going through an important 
adjustment process to cope with new political, economic and social realities. 
This is not a make-or-break situation. Rather, the press is addressing the 

•'fiew challenges from a position of strength. Professional standardsh^pl; 
•Necessarily have to improve to ensure that its dual role as a competitive 
.'medium and a potent social force continues to take firmer roots. 

Bangkok 
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